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JUL 241991Docket Nos. 50-317 and 50-318

Italtimore Gas and Electric Company
ATfN: Mr. George C. Creel

Vice President Nuclear Energy
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
MD Routes 2 and 4
l'ost Office Box 1535
Lusby, Maryland 20657

Dear Mr. Crecl:

Subject: NRC Region I Combined Special Inspection Report Nos. 50-317/91-09 and
50-318/91-09

This refers to your letter dated June 7,1991, in response to our letter dated May 8,1991.

Thank you for informing us of the corrective and preventive actions documented in yo.a letter.
These actions will be examined during a future inspection of your licensed program.

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Original Signed By:
Curtis J. Cowgill

Curtis J. Cowgill, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch No !
Division of Reactor Projects

Cc:

R. McClean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluation
G. Adams, Licensing (CCNPP)
J. Walter, Engineering Division, Public Service Commission of Maryland
K. Burger, Esquire, Maryland People's Counsel
R. Ochs, Co-Director, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector
State of Maryland (2)
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U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission
Washington,DC 20555

ATTENTION: Document Control Desk

SUBJECT: Calvert Cliffs Nuclest Power Plant
Unit Nos.1 & 2; Docket Nos. 50-317 & 50-318
Response to NRC Repon 1 Combined Special Inspection Repon Nos.
50-317B1-09 and 50-31EV9109

RETT.RENCE: (a) Ixtter from Mr. C. W.11ehl (NRC) to Mr. G. C. Crect (BO&E),
NRC Region 1 Combined Special Inspection Report Nos.
50 317/91-09 and $0 318/9109 (March 12,1991 to April 5,1991 and
April 12,1991), dated May 11,1!'.41

Gentlemen:y

L DESCRil'flQfiAND CAUSE OF THE ININT.

On March 12,1991 at 12:48 a.m., plant operators inadvertently drained approximately 1900
gallons of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water through the Calvent Cliffs Unit 2
Containment Spray (CS) Ring and Drain Line. This incident occurred while the operators
were lining up to fill the Unit 2 Safety Injection Tanks (SITS). At the time of the event, Unit
2 was in Cold Shutdown at 100 psi on Shutdown Cooling.

'Ibc operators involved with this evolution included the supervisor directing the evolution,
the on-shift Plant Watch Supervisor (PWS) and four plant operators. Pre-evolution briefings
were conducted before the operaton proceeded with the evolution in which Operations
Instruction (OI) 3A was used. Tvm of the operaton were directed to close a valve that would
isolate the RCS from the CS beader. Before completing this task, the other two operators,
under the direction of the PWS, started to open a valve which created the direct path from
the RCS to the CS spray ring, resulting in the inadvertent partial draining of the RCS.
Additional information concerning this event can be found in LER 50 318/91601.

On March 27,1991, at 11:51 a.m., an inadvertent Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS)
was initiated on Cahert Cliffs Unit 2. De incident occurred whue ut!!!ty licensed o ators

were re<nergizing the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ES AL
Actuation Logic Cabinet. At the time of the cent Unit 2 was in Cold Shutdown tb an

RCS temperature of 140 degrecs Fahrenheit and a pressure of 220 pat.
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rators were involved with this event, an extra Senior Reactor OperatorTwo licensed o
(SRO) on duty or startup and a Coctrol Room Operator (CRO). A pre-emlution bdefing
was condacted before the operators prceeded with the evolution in which 01 M, Appendit'
D and Appendix H were used to re-energbc the cabinets. To re energize the cabinets the
operators had to reinstate the low Pressuiber Pressure Block Signal Modules before
reinstating the SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Modubs. The SRO read the procedure to the
CRO,who in turn performed each step. Tne SRO t ik.d to read two CAUTION statements
to the CRO and directed him to perform steps that rt. moved the block signal with a valid
SIAS signal present, causing the inadvertent SIAS. Addithnal information conceming this
event can be found in IER 50-31831002.

De root cause of the CS event was personnel entor in that the PWS misinterpreted a
procedure which be believed allowed him to perform steps concurretaly in OI-3A. Calvert
Ch'its Instruction (CCI) 300 allows the concurrent perfonnance of procedurc steps if: the
steps are evaluated in the sequence listed and found not to be dependent on any other steps
in the procedure; and if the Shift Supetvisor or Control Room Supetvisor (CRS) 0butgives
pertnission to do the steps concurrently. The PWS knew of the requirements of CCI-30
failed to interpret the requirements properly and directed the manipulation of the subject'

valves without permission from the Control Room Supetvision. Contributing to this event
was a lack of proper communication between the operators, an inadcquate pre-evolution
briefing, and the direct lavolvement of the PWS in a valve manipulation.

The root cause of the ESFAS event was personnel error by the SRO directing the re-
energization of the ESFAS cabinet. Specifically, the SRO failed to follow the guidance
contained within the two CAUTION statements that were part of OI 34, Appendix H. By
failing to conduct an adequate pre-evolution brienng and by not reading the CAUTION
statements to the CRO, the SRO directed the evolution without the benefit of concunencey
or feedback from the CRC.

Due to the short time between the two events and some common elements, an evaluation
erformed to determine if any generic causal factors might exist between the two events

was p!! as between previous ESFAS events. The final conclusion from this evaluation is that,as wc
while there are some areas in need of improvement such as pre-evolution bdefin53,
supervisory methods, communication, and procedural compliance, their occurrence does not
Indicate a signiScant generic problem that would challenge .afe plant operation.

IL CORMECTIVE STEPS TA10CN AND RESULTS ACHTEVED.

Personnel actions were taken with the individuals who were involved. Additionally, we
determined that there were areas of potentially broader weaknesses. These were addressed
in General Supervisor-Nuclear Plant Operations (OS NPO) Expectations Memos. Guidance
concerning pre evolution briefing, supervision, procedure usage, and communications was
provided within these memos. He events and GS-NPO expectations were discussed with
each crew.

Pre-evolution Brienne - A detailed precevolution briefing cbecklist was developed to provide
more structured and consistent briefir gs. He Shift Supervisor or CD S must decide if
a briefing is required and all of the Individuals who are involved with the evolution
must be present for the brieDng. As part of the briefing, consideration is given to the
potential results of a failure during an evolution and the bartiers that could be put in
glace to prevent such failures. His pre evolution bricUng checkilst has been formally
;ncorporated into CCI-140.
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fatoervision Guldance on supeivision was n!so reinforcert in the OS-NPO Expectations
memos. Supervisors were directed to step back and ensure they maintain an overally
cognizance of the entire ewlution in which they are the supervisor in charge. De
role of the supervisor was better detined to prevent detailed involvement or actual
handson manipulations from interfering with their supervisory perspective.

Procedural Comollance De OS NPO Expectations memo reinforced the proper use of
procedmes, compliance with procedures, and steps that should be taken to change
mconect procedures.

Commynkation Proper communication is essential to conducting operations in a safe and
quality manner. His message was re<mphasired in the OS NPO memo and
speciGeally stressed the need for communications to be complete such that there is no
doubt as to what the latended message is. The importance of deta!!cd repeat. backs
and face-to face comrnunications were also reiterated. CCf.140 was revised to
formally capture this guidance.

Managemer.t observations during the recent event free startups of Unit 2 and controlled
shutdowns of both units indicate the guidance provided has been beneficial with respect to
operator performance. Operations supervision provided around the clock coverage during
the startup of Unit 2, and observations of detailed and comp!cte pre evolution bdefings were
noted. Here were many complicated and extensive tests performed during the startups and
shutdowns in which supervision, communication, and procedural compliance were

implemented with success.

In. CORRECIWE STEPS WIIIClLWILL ilE TAKEN TO AVOIDMRTilER VIOIXf10F ,

%.s ne guidance related to supervision will be formally captured in an Operations policy or
procedure. "Ilds guidance will cover the supervision of Operation's activities in general,
along with spec'ie guidance on supervising evolutions involving equipment like ESFAS ind
the Cable Spreading Room.

To ensure operators retain a complete understanding of critical processes a list of these key
processes was generated. A lesson plan for the operator requalification training cycle will be
developed to cover these issues.

He specific use of concunent steps in procedures was evaluated for applicability la cach type
of operations procedure. A detaDed plan was developed to impicment the specific changea
which will be made to the procedures and to CCI-300. Additional details concensing changes
made to CCI 300 will be provided in the response to Unresolved Item 50 317/91-09-02 ar.d
50-318/91 09-02.

De leksons learned and corrective actions from these two events apply site wide, to other
groups in addition to Operations. De Calvert Cliffs Plant General Manager has catablished
a Task Circle, comprised of representatives from Operations (Circle leader) Maintenance, .

Radiation Safety, Chemistry, and Plant Engineering to evaluate the need for a procedure
which would define expectations for procedure usage, pre-evolution briefing, and supervisory
(nelvement.
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IV. DATE WilEN FULL COMPL1ANCE WM1]mQ.
Full compliance was achieved on April 6,1991 when the last Operations crew was train ~,d oni

the OS-NPO Expectations,
Ia a wit,

Should you have any further questions regarding this matter, we will be pleased to discuss
you.

ruly yours,

% 6%I t
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GCC/MDM/mdmAjd

cc: D. A.11rvoc, Enquire
J. IL Silberg, Esquire
R. A. Capra, NRC

- D. G. Mcdonald, Jr., NRC
- T.T Martin,NRC

L E. Nicholson, NRC
R. L McLean, DNR
J. H. Walter, PSC
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